First Date Tour
Nervous about your first date? We got you. Follow this tour and fall in love with La Brea Tar Pits.

Tar Pull Museum
Test your strength with our Tar Pull! You don’t have to get all gooey, but you might just get gooey-eyed.

Fossil Lab Museum
Fall in love with your date and science! Watch our scientists and volunteers work on real specimens from our active excavation sites.

3D Film Museum
Cuddle up during one of our 3D movies.

Atrium Museum
Talk a walk to remember through our indoor gardens.

Project 23 Outdoors
Make memories by the millions, with millions of fossils to explore from our latest project. We saved 23 boxes worth of material and fossils unearthed during the construction of a nearby parking garage. Every day, staff scientists and volunteers work on excavating our 23 boxes, one box at a time.

Watch Sunset From Hillside Outdoors
After an afternoon of exploring ancient tar pits and fossils, watch the stunning sunset from the hillside.

What blows YOUR mind? Share, Tag, and Win #MindBlownLA